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Meter-Bagging is Now Digital 
IPS introduces the IPS Curbside Reservation System, which transforms the outdated manual 
meter bagging process with digital on-street parking meter reservations for various needs like 
food trucks, construction, nonprofits, and more.

IPS simplifies and automates every process 
stage through a unified, user-friendly system. 
Furthermore, this system enhances the 
customer experience by enabling easy, online 
requests at the click of a button – no more 
time-consuming visits to City Hall.

With digital meter bagging, you not only streamline operations but also optimize curb space 
allocation, unlocking the potential to increase revenue. The smart shift to digital meter bagging 
also results in substantial annual cost savings by allowing resources to be used more efficiently.

• Allocate curb space digitally and customize 
rates to meet specific needs  

• Customers can reserve curb space with a 
click of a button 

• Leave behind the hassle of spreadsheets 

• Track revenue and data in an online portal



For more information on the IPS Fully Integrated Smart Parking Ecosystem, please contact us.  
Schedule a Q&A:  877.630.6638  |  ipsgroup.com 
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FULLY INTEGRATED

CUSTOMIZABLE 
CUSTOMER INTERFACE

ROBUST REPORTING

ADVANTAGES
Streamline Your Operations: Rely on one system for 
complete digital meter bagging and curb space request 
management—no more managing spreadsheets or 
juggling multiple processes. 

Tailor Your Program: Customize policies, rates, and 
requirements to ensure fair curb access and align with 
your specific needs and objectives. 

Harness Data for Success: Utilize your data to make 
informed policies that boost revenue and enhance the 
value of high-demand curb space. 

Enhance Customer Satisfaction: Provide a user-friendly 
website that enables reservations and document uploads 
in just a few simple clicks.

Optimize Traffic Flow: Reduce congestion by 
implementing a straightforward system for business, 
special events, and short-term project space reservations. 

Integrate Seamlessly: Connect seamlessly to IPS Fully 
Integrated Smart Parking Ecosystem, and third-party 
applications. 


